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Abstract
Topos quantum theory provides representations of quantum states as direct
generalizations of the probability distribution, namely probability valuation. In
this article, we consider extensions of a known bijective correspondence between
quantum states and probability valuations to composite systems and to state trans-
formations. We show that multipartite probability valuations on composite systems
have a bijective correspondence to positive over pure tensor states, according to a
candidate definition of the composite systems in topos quantum theory. Among the
multipartite probability valuations, a special attention is placed to Markov chains
which are defined by generalizing classical Markov chains from probability the-
ory. We find an incompatibility between the multipartite probability valuations
and a monogamy property of quantum states, which trivializes the Markov chains
to product probability valuations. Several observations on the transformations of
probability valuations are deduced from the results on multipartite probability val-
uations, through duality relations between multipartite states and state transforma-
tions.
1 Introduction
Topos quantum theory (see e.g. [13, 49] for reviews) provides a representation of quan-
tum states as probability weight functions that generalize classical probability distribu-
tions, much like quasi-probability distributions [32, 15] and Gleason’s measures [19].
In topos quantum theory, the space of random variables and probability distributions
are generalized to locales and valuations, respectively. Major branches of topos quan-
tum theories usually start from finding appropriate topos for a given Hilbert space or
C*-algebra representing the quantum system of interest, and then internal locales are
constructed so that there exists a bijective correspondence between quantum states on
the original system and valuations on the locale [14, 23].
As represented by the negative values of Wigner functions, any probability weight
function expressing a quantum state differs from a mere probability distribution. In
topos quantum theory, the difference between quantum states and probability distribu-
tions appears especially in the locales. The internal locales for representing quantum
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Table 1: Analogous concepts in classical probability theory, topos quantum theory, and
quantum theory. TPCP stands for “trace preserving and completely positive”.
probability theory topos quantum theory quantum theory
system random variable (set) locale Hilbert spaces
states probability distribution valuation density operators
composites product Sec. 3 tensor product
transformations transition matrix Sec. 5 TPCP maps
states do not usually have points [24, 23], while the spaces of random variables al-
ways do (see, e.g. [29] for the definition of points on locales, and [45] for their roles in
logic). Points of the locale, if exist, reveal non-contextual value assignments to phys-
ical observables, which is shown impossible for quantum theory by Kochen-Specker
theorem [30]. Topos quantum theories connect probability distributions and quantum
states seamlessly, by employing pointless locales to avoid contradiction to the Kochen-
Specker theorem.
Although the bijective correspondence is shown to exist between valuations on
suitable locales and quantum states, we still have only a limited understanding on the
properties of valuations inherited from probability distributions and quantum states. In
particular, valuations have to abandon one of the properties from quantum states and
probability distributions, when these two conflict to each other. In this case valuations
have to abandon the property originated from probability distributions to be a suitable
representation of quantum states, much like they drop points of the locale to exhibit the
contextuality. In this article, we place a special attention on the behaviors of valuations
on composite systems and transformations on valuations as presented in Table 1, and
investigate similarities and differences between their counterparts in the usual quantum
theory.
Composite systems in topos quantum theory remain so unexplored that currently
one cannot find a canonical definition of composite systems, unlike the tensor products
of Hilbert spaces for quantum theory and products of random variables for probability
theory. There are analyses on independence conditions of local systems [35, 50] in one
of the major branches of topos quantum theory called the Bohrification approach [23]
(also called “Nijmegen approach”), and one can find a candidate of composite systems
in Ref. [50] although their motivation is different from defining composite systems.
Since we do not have the canonical definition, we employ the candidate definition of
the composite systems, and proceed the analysis further to the valuations therein. In
particular, we investigate how the bijective correspondence between quantum states
and valuations, studied so far only on uncomposable single systems, generalizes to the
composite systems. This step would show us whether the multipartite properties of
quantum states such as entanglement and non-locality can be inherited to valuations,
and may provide insights on how to improve the definition of composite systems, if
necessary.
Transformations on valuations in topos quantum theory remain also unexplored,
but this time, a result from constructive analysis suggests a canonical definition of the
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transformations. Recall that transition matrices are Kleilsi morphisms of the distribu-
tion monad (see e.g. [25]). Kleilsi morphisms of monads are used to represent more
general probabilistic transformations [18, 17, 48]. In [46], Vickers worked on valu-
ations, partly motivated from topos quantum theory, and had shown that valuations
also constitutes of a commutative monad. The canonical transformations on valua-
tions would be given by the Kleisli morphisms of the valuation monad, which gener-
alize transition matrices. We apply Vickers’ results to the Bohrification approach, and
investigate how the bijective correspondence between valuations and quantum states
generalizes to their respective transformations (see the last line of Table 1).
Since the Kleisli morphisms between valuations are difficult to handle compared
to the valuations themselves, we instead consider a generalization of classical Markov
chains to the Bohrification approach. Markov chains in classical probability theory
are a particular kind of joint probability distributions on composite systems [12], and
have already been generalized to quantum theory in several ways [41, 6, 2, 37, 38, 1,
21]. These Markov chains share a property that long Markov chains are constructed
from short Markov chains by extending the latter with certain transformations such as
transition matrices and completely positive maps. In any cases, Markov chains reflect
properties of state transformations from which they are constructed.
We start from the analysis on the composite systems, and show a bijective cor-
respondence between the set of valuations on the composite systems and the set of
positive over pure tensor states [4] under a restriction on the dimension of the Hilbert
space of interest. Positive over pure tensor states are equivalent to usual quantum
states on single systems, but include operators that differs from the quantum states on
composite systems. Therefore we recover the original bijective correspondence shown
in Ref. [23] for single systems, but this correspondence is not generalized straightfor-
wardly to the composite systems. The gap between valuations and quantum states on
composite systems has an implication on the definition of complete positivity of the
Kleisli morphisms of the valuation monad, through a duality relation between bipartite
operators and state transformations.
We then generalize Markov chains to the Bohrification approach. The defined
Markov chains are certain valuations on composite locales constructed from consec-
utive actions of Kleisli morphisms of the valuation monad, and thus reflect properties
of these transformations. We show several properties shared by Markov chains of clas-
sical probability theory and of the Bohrification approach. We find, however, an in-
compatibility between these shared properties and the monogamy of quantum states
that trivializes Markov chains in the Bohrification approach to product states. Several
observations on the Kelisli morphisms are deduced from this result.
This article is organized as follows. We give a short introduction of topos quantum
theory with emphasis on its relation to classical probability theory in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3
we define composite systems in topos quantum theory as a certain product of locales
representing marginal systems, and show a bijective correspondence between the val-
uations on the composite systems and positive over pure tensor states. In Sec. 4, we
leave topos for a moment and formulate Markov chains for general commutative mon-
ads on cartesian categories. Based on the results obtained in Secs. 3 and 4, we define
Markov chains in topos quantum theory, analyze their properties, and make several ob-
servations on the Kleisli morphisms of the valuation monad in Sec. 5. Finally, we lay
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our conclusion in Sec. 6.
2 Introduction to topos quantum theory
There are several branches in topos quantum theory [14, 23, 49]. A basic idea common
to all of them is to find quantum theory as a direct generalization of classical probability
theory by using topos. From a topos theory point of view, classical probability theory
is a topos quantum theory formalized in the particluar topos Sets.
We briefly recall classical probability theory before moving on to topos. A random
variable is represented by a finite set, say, X . A probability distribution p on X is a
function p : X → [0,1] such that ∑x∈X p(x) = 1. Equivalently, a probability distribution
is an assignment of probability weights on measurable subsets of X . If the set of subsets
of the finite set X is denoted by Sub(X), the assignment is a function p : Sub(X)→ [0,1]
satisfying conditions
p(X) = 1, p( /0) = 0, (1)
p(V )≤ p(W ) if V ⊂W in Sub(X), (2)
p(V )+ p(W) = p(V ∩W )+ p(V ∪W ), (3)
whereW and V are subsets of X .1
Topos quantum theory uses probability valuations to represent quantum states (we
shall omit adjective “probability” since all valuations appearing in this thesis is nor-
malized). Valuations are similar to probability measures, but differs especially in that
they are defined on locales. A locale X is a certain lattice whose elements are called
“opens”. If a locale further has a certain structures of opens called “points,” it is called
a topological space. The set of subset of X , Sub(X) forms a topological space whose
points corresponds to the elements of X . Locales in general do not necessarily have
points. A valuation on a locale is an assignment of probability weights on the opens of
the locale such that the conditions analogous to Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) are satisfied (see
Sec. 2.1 for details).
Topos quantum theory differs from classical probability theory not only in the use
of locales and valuations but also in the category on which they are defined. For defin-
ing concepts and proving theorems in classical probability theory, we usually use set-
theoretic logic. Toposes are categories with associated languages which enables inter-
pretation of formal logical expressions inside the toposes (see, e.g. [33] for details).
From topos theoretic point of view, set-theoretic logic is the language associated to
topos Sets. We shall call mathematical concepts to be internal to a topos, if they are
interpreted by the language of the topos.
Major branches of topos quantum theories [14, 23] start from finding proper toposes
for a given Hilbert spaceH (or more generally, a non-commutativeC*-algebra). Then
internal locales are constructed so that valuations on them have one-to-one correspon-
dence to quantum states on H . We obtain the representation of quantum states by
valuations in this way.
1If we consider probability distributions as probability measures on discrete sets, more natural choice of
conditions would be Eq. (1) and the σ -additivity. The σ -additivity is equivalent to conditions (2) and (3).
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Among several branches of topos quantum theory, we focus on one of the main-
streams called “Bohrification approach” [23] (also called “Nijmegen approach”). The
Bohrification approach makes full use of the languages associated to topos. Although
the axiom of choice and the law of excluded middle are no longer valid in a general
topos, any mathematical theorems proven constructively are interpreted to be valid in
any topos. Constructively proven theorems contribute to showing the existence of the
set of valuations corresponding to quantum states. Since proposers of the other main-
stream “Imperial approach” [14] do not make use of the internal language of toposes,
constructively proven theorems are not necessarily interpretable by their approach. Our
result presented in this article are not applicable for the Imperial approach since we use
several known theorems from constructivemathematics. We give detailed introductions
to these constructively proven theorems in Sec. 2.1, and to the Bohrification approach
in Sec. 2.2.
2.1 Constructive Gelfand duality and Riesz theorem
In this subsection, we introduce two known theorems from constructive mathematics
which play significant roles in Sec. 3. The Gelfand duality is a celebrated result in
theory of algebras. Classically it gives a duality between commutative C*-algebras
and compact Hausdorff spaces both internal to Sets, and constructive proofs extended
the duality between general commutative C*-algebras and compact, completely regu-
lar locales. The Riesz theorem (also called Riesz-Markov theorem) expresses another
duality relation between integrals over commutative C*-algebras and valuations on lo-
cales.
The constructive Gelfand duality is represented by a contravariant equivalence be-
tween categories of commutative C*-algebras cCstar and compact, completely regular
locales KCRegLoc. The proof of Gelfand duality to be constructive implies that this
contravariant equivalence holds in any toposes. More precisely, we have following
theorem:
Theorem 1 Let T be any topos and cCstar andKCRegLoc be categories of commu-
tative C*-algebras and compact, completely regular locales defined internally to T .
There is a pair of contravariant functors Σ : cCstar→ KCRegLoc and Cont(−,C) :
KCRegLoc→ cCstar such that Σ ◦Cont(−,C) and Cont(−,C) ◦ Σ are the identity
functors on KCRegLoc and cCstar, respectively.
This theorem is implied by the results presented in Ref. [3], and summarized in this
form in Ref. [23]. In the following argument we do not specify the topos in question.
The compact completely regular locale ΣA := Σ(A) for an internal commutative C
∗-
algebra A is called the Gelfand spectrum for A. Although there is a method to construct
ΣA from A, we can refer to the valuations on ΣA without specifying the precise form of
ΣA. This is possible by combining the Gelfand duality and the Riesz theorem presenting
a duality between following valuations and integrals.
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A valuation on locale X is a morphism v : O(X)→ [0,1] such that
v(⊥) = 0, (4)
v(⊤) = 1, (5)
v(U)+ v(V) = v(U ∨V )+ v(U ∧V ), (6)
v(U)≤ v(V ) ifU ≤V in X (7)
for any opensU, V of X , where⊥ and ⊤ represents the bottom and top elements of X ,
respectively2. These conditions must be interpreted by internal languages of toposes.
An integral over a self-adjoint partCsa of a C
∗-algebraC (we call it an integral over
C for short) is formally defined as a morphism I :Csa →R such that
I(I) = 1 (normalization),
I(a+ b) = I(a)+ I(b) (linearlity),
I(a)≥ 0 if a≥ 0 (positivity) (8)
hold for all a,b ∈Csa and I, the identity in Csa [11] 3. The conditions presented above
should be interpreted by internal languages of toposes.
The constructive Riesz theorem states that there is a bijective correspondence be-
tween integrals over commutative C∗-algebraA and valuations on the Gelfand spectrum
ΣA. Given an integral I, we can construct an associated valuation µI , and vice versa.
The constructive Riesz theorem states the equivalence not only of the integrals and
valuations themselves, but also of the corresponding locales. Let 1 be the terminal
object of internal locales. For each internal commutative C∗-algebra A, there is an as-
sociated locale I A such that the set HomLoc(1,I A) has a bijective correspondence to
integrals over A (Hom refers to the set of morphisms). For each internal locale X , there
is an associated locale V X such that the set HomLoc(1,V X) has a bijective correspon-
dence to valuations on X . The constructive Riesz theorem presented in Ref. [11] states
the existence of the isomorphism
I A∼= V ΣA, (9)
in the category of locales, if commutative C∗-algebra A and locale ΣA are Gelfand
dual. This implies an equivalence between HomLoc(1,I A) (integrals over A) and
HomLoc(1,V ΣA) (valuations on ΣA). We do not write down the precise definitions
of these locales here because it requires familiarity on logics (for interested readers,
we recommend Ref. [45]), and because we only use several of their known properties
which could be stated without their definitions.
Now the Gelfand duality and the Riezs theorem can be schematically summarized
2Precisely speaking, the morphism v is required to satisfy the following continuity: supv(Vi) = v(supVi)
for directed family {Vi}. A family of opens {Vi} is called directed if for any pair V,W ∈ {Vi}, there exists
X ∈ {Vi} such that V ≤ X andW ≤V .
3Most generally integrals are defined on f-algebras [11]. Here we only consider those f-algebras equiva-
lent to self-adjoint parts of C∗-algebras.
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by the following diagram:
A in cCstar
Σ

I
// I A in Loc
∼
HomLoc(1,I A)∼= Integrals over A
∼
ΣA in KCRegLoc
Cont(−,C)
OO
V
// V ΣA in Loc. HomLoc(1,V ΣA)∼= Valuations on ΣA
(10)
The isomorphism (9) provides a way to analyze states in two ways. In this section,
we show the one-to-one correspondence between positive over pure tensor states and
integrals over algebras on composite systems. The isomorphism (9) then implies the
one-to-one correspondence between positive over pure tensor states and valuations.
2.2 Bohrification approach
In this subsection, we give a more detailed introduction to the Bohrification approach
first presented in Ref. [23]. There are several branches inside the Bohrification ap-
proach [40, 22]. Among these sub-branches, we use the original approach for two
reasons. First, the correspondence between quantum states and integrals or valuations
has been most explicitly investigated in the original approach. Second, the internal
language has a relatively simple form in the covariant functor topos [P,Sets] over poset
P used in the original approach. For these two reasons, the original approach is suit-
able for starting the investigation of the composite systems. Since our investigation is
restricted to finite dimensional quantum systems, [8] also provides a sufficient back-
ground.
Let A be a non-cmmutative algebra B(H ) of bounded operators of a finite dimen-
sional quantum system H . Let C (A) be a poset of unital commutative subalgebras of
A, ordered by the subalgebra inclusion, i.e. C ≤ D if and only if C ⊂ D. Each commu-
tative C*-subalgebra C of a non-commutative C*-algebra A, namely, each element of
poset C (A) is refered to as a “context”.
The covariant approach uses the covariant functor topos [C (A),Sets] for describing
the quantum system A. The objects of [C (A),Sets] are functors from poset C (A) to
Sets, and morphisms are natural transformations between these functors.
The Bohrification of algebra A is the unital commutative C∗−algebra object A in-
ternal to [C (A),Sets] defined by
A(C) =C,
for each unital comutative C∗−algebra C ∈ C (A). A unital commutative C∗−algebra
object in toposT is the object which satisfy axioms of unital commutativeC∗−algebras
interpreted by the internal language of topos T (see e.g. [33] for details).
It is shown in Ref. [23] that there is a bijective correspondence between the set of
integrals over A internal to [C (A),Sets], and the set of quasi-states on A, if the dimen-
sion of A is greater than 2. If A = B(H ) for a finite dimensional Hilbert space H
(dimH ≥ 3), quasi-states on A are equivalent to density operators4. If the conditions
4A quasi-state on A is a map ρ : A→ C that is positive and linear on all commutative subalgebras and
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for integrals are interpreted in [C (A),Sets], an integral over A is a natural transforma-
tion I : A
sa
→ R, where R is the real number object in [C (A),Sets], such that each
component IC :Csa → R (C ∈ C (A)) is an integral in Sets [23]. Given a density oper-
ator ρ , we can define the corresponding integral Iρ by IρC(a) := Tr[ρa] (∀C ∈ C (A),
∀a ∈Csa). Conversely, given an integral I : Asa → R, we can define the corresponding
density matrix ρI by Tr[ρa] := IC(a) (∀a ∈ Asa), where C ∈ C (A) is any context such
that a ∈ Csa. Once we have the equivalence between density operators and integrals,
the equivalence between density operators and valuations immediately follows from
the isomorphism (9).
3 Composite systems in topos quantum theory
In this section, we consider composite systems in topos quantum theory. In probability
theory, the composite of random variables X and Y is defined by its product X ×Y . A
natural generalization of this composition to topos quantum theory would be given by
the product of locales. If the valuations on locales X and Y respectively correspond
to quantum states on the associated Hilbert spaces HX and HY , a proper composition
X×Y is expected to lead a bijective correspondence between valuations on X×Y and
quantum states on HX ⊗HY .
Although there seem to be many ways to define a product locale, we here choose
one and test if it describes the composite quantum system. It turns out that the valua-
tions on our product locale has a bijective correspondence between positive over pure
tensor states rather than quantum states. This has an implication on positivity in our
definition of composite systems in topos quantum theory.
Of course it is possible to construct the topos forHX⊗HY regarded as a single sys-
tem, and construct the locale XHX⊗HY whose valuations have bijective correspondence
between quantum states onHX⊗HY . This method is not of our interest since it neither
makes a composition in topos quantum theory or is motivated from the composition in
probability theory.
3.1 Composite systems
The Gelfand duality suggests that taking the product of spaces X and Y is equivalent to
taking the coproduct of corresponding algebras Cont(X ,C) and Cont(Y,C), since we
have
Cont(X×Y,C) = Cont(X ,C)⊗Cont(Y,C), (11)
where the tensor on the right hand side represents the coproduct. We try to define
composition by products of spectra and coproducts of algebras motivated from the def-
inition of composition in classical probability theory. The generalization is, however,
not straightforward and we do not obtain the unique definition. Thus the composition
satisfies ρ(a+ ib) = ρ(a)+ iρ(b) for all self-adjoint a,b ∈ A (possibly non-commuting). If A is a von Neu-
mann algebra and does not contain a type-II von Neumann factor, quasi-states are just usual quantum states.
In particular, A does not contain type-II von Neumann factor if A = B(H ) for certain finite dimensional
Hilbert space H .
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of classical systems is described by a product of spaces or, equivalently, a coproduct of
algebras.
3.1.1 Coproducts of algebras
If Ai (i = 1, ...,n) are noncommutative C*-algebras describing independent systems
Hi, we have associated toposes [C (Ai),Sets] and Bohrifications Ai each internal to
[C (Ai),Sets]. An obstacle in forming a coproduct of algebras Ai is that the toposes in
which they are defined are different. In Ref. [50], two unital commutative C*-algebras
A1 in [C (A1),Sets] and A2 in [C (A2),Sets] are mapped to topos [C (A1)×C (A2),Sets]
by geometric morphisms and composed there. We follow this technique and present it
in the way applicable for coproducts of more than three algebras.
Let C (A1)× ...×C (An) be a product of posets {C (Ai)}i=1,...,n. There is a geomet-
ric morphism f ∗i : [C (Ai),Sets]→ [∏ni=1C (Ai), Set] defined by
f ∗i F(C1, ...,Cn) = F(Ci), ((C1, ...,Cn) ∈ C (A1)×·· ·×C (An)) (12)
for each objects F in [C (Ai),Sets], which is a functor from C (Ai) to Sets. If f
∗
i is ap-
plied on internal C*-algebra Ai, object f
∗
i Ai is a unital commutative C*-algebra internal
to [∏ni=1C (Ai), Set] given by
f ∗i Ai(C1, ...,Cn) =Ci. (13)
We define the C*-algebra of the composite system in topos quantum theory by the
coproduct of f ∗i Ai.
Theorem 2 Denote the coproduct of f ∗i Ai (i= 1, ...,n) in cCstar[∏ni=1C (Ai),Set] by f
∗
1 A1⊗
...⊗ f ∗nAn. As an object of [∏ni=1C (Ai), Set], f ∗1A1⊗ ...⊗ f ∗nAn is explicitly given by
f ∗1 A1⊗ ...⊗ f ∗nAn(C1, ...,Cn) =C1⊗ ...⊗Cn, (14)
for (C1, ...,Cn) ∈ C (A1)×·· ·×C (An), where the tensor product on the right hand side
is for commutative C*-algebras in Sets.
Proof ) See Appx.A.1.
It is already shown that Eq. (14) defines the coproductwhen n= 2 [50]. We straight-
forwardly reinforced their result to coproducts of finitely many C*-algebras.
In summary, from the pairs of toposes and the Bohrification algebras in them
([C (Ai),Sets],Ai) (i = 1, ...,n), we first make topos [∏
n
i=1C (Ai),Sets]. Its internal
commutative C∗-algebra f ∗1A1⊗ ...⊗ f ∗nAn is obtained by taking the coproduct of f ∗i Ai
(i= 1, ...,n) in the cateogry of commutative C∗-algebras internal to [∏ni=1C (Ai),Sets].
The explicit description of f ∗1A1⊗ ...⊗ f ∗nAn is presented in Eq. (14).
3.1.2 Gelfand duality and products of spectra
Let Σ f ∗i Ai be the spectrum for f
∗
i Ai obtained by the Gelfand duality in topos [∏
n
i=1C (Ai),Sets].
These spectra are related to the spectrum for the coproduct f ∗1A1⊗ ...⊗ f ∗nAn by
Σ f ∗1A1⊗...⊗ f ∗nAn
∼= Σ f ∗1A1× ...×Σ f ∗nAn , (15)
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since the contravariant equivalence Σ(−) changes coproducts in cCstar[∏ni=1C (Ai),Sets]
into producs in KCRegLoc[∏ni=1C (Ai),Sets]
.
There is a different way to take the product of Gelfand spactra, which gives an
object not necessarily equal to Σ f ∗1A1 × ...×Σ f ∗n An . If the geometric morphisms f
∗
i are
applied to spectra ΣAi , the resulting objects f
∗
i ΣAi are compact regular locales internal
to [∏ni=1C (Ai),Sets]. This is because the theory of Gelfand spectrum is geometric [3],
and the Gelfand spectra is preserved by the geometric morphisms. The compact regular
locale f ∗i ΣAi is not necessarily equal to Σ f ∗i Ai . In other words, the following diagram
does not necessarily commute:
cCstar[C (Ai),Sets]
f ∗i

Σ // KCRegLoc[C (Ai),Sets]
f ∗i

cCstar[∏ni=1C (Ai),Sets]
Σ // KCRegLoc[∏ni=1C (Ai),Sets].
(16)
Therefore their product f ∗1 ΣA1 × ...× f ∗n ΣAn taken in KCRegLoc[∏ni=1C (Ai),Sets] is
not necessarily equal to Σ f ∗1 A1× ...×Σ f ∗nAn .
Although f ∗1 ΣA1× ...× f ∗nΣAn may differ from Σ f ∗1A1× ...×Σ f ∗nAn , it is another defi-
nition of composite systems in the Bohrification approach generalizing the composition
of classical systems. The fact that there is no unique way to extend the definition of
composition to the Bohrification approach (and in fact, to any topos quantum theory)
stems from the different toposes for marginal systems. In classical measure theory, any
marginal systems are objects in the unified topos Sets. In the topos quantum theory,
marginal systems are equipped with their own toposes. When taking the coproduct
of algebras or product of spectra, we need to send them to a unified topos by prop-
erly chosen maps such as geometric morphisms. Then the ambiguity arises from the
non-commutativity of the diagram (16).
The remainder of this thesis only concerns the composite systems defined by the
coproduct f ∗1A1⊗ ...⊗ f ∗nAn and product Σ f ∗1 A1× ...×Σ f ∗nAn . To simplify notations, we
denote them respectively by A1⊗ ·· · ⊗An and ΣA1 × ·· ·×ΣAn . The reason to choose
these definitions for the composition is that we do not have a simple description of
spectra f ∗1 ΣA1 × ...× f ∗nΣAn , while we have Eq. (14) for A1⊗·· ·⊗An.
Remark 3 The product on the right hand side of Eq. (15) does not change even if taken
in the category of locales Loc[∏ni=1C (Ai),Sets]
(not necessarily compact regular). This is
because the product of compact regular locales (such as Σ f ∗i Ai) in the category of lo-
cales is again compact and regular [28, 29], and because compact regular locales
are automatically completely regular in [∏ni=1C (Ai),Sets]. As already mentioned in
[23], internal compact regular locales are completely regular if the topos in ques-
tion satisfies the axiom of dependent choice [29], and every presheaf topos (including
[∏ni=1C (Ai),Sets]) satisfies it [16]. We have to replace the underlying category for
taking products of locales to Loc[∏ni=1C (Ai),Sets]
, when constructing Markov chains in
Sec. 5.
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3.2 States on composite systems
The integrals over A (A = B(H )) correspond bijectively to density operators on H
[23]. This is an important evidence that the Bohrification approach describes quantum
theory. This bijective correspondence is not generalized straightforwardly to composite
systems. In the following, we show that integrals on composite systems corresponds to
positive over pure tensor states.
3.2.1 Integrals over coproducts of algebras
Internal integrals over A in [C (A),Sets] are natural transformations I : A
sa
→R whose
components IC : A(C)sa → R are all integrals in Sets [23]. We first extend this fact to
integrals over A1⊗·· ·⊗An.
Theorem 4 (Integrals over A1⊗·· ·⊗An) An integral over A1⊗ ·· · ⊗An is a family
{I(C1,...,Cn) : (C1⊗ ...⊗Cn)sa → R}(C1,...,Cn)∈C (A1)×···×C (An) such that
1. each I(C1,...,Cn) : (C1⊗ ...⊗Cn)sa →R is an integral in Sets, and
2. if (C1, ...,Cn) ≤ (C′1, ...,C′n), then I(C′1,...,C′n)(a) = I(C1,...,Cn)(a) for all a ∈ (C1⊗
...⊗Cn)sa.
proof ) See Appx.A.2.
Integrals over A1⊗ ·· ·⊗An correspond not to quantum states but to positive over
pure tensor states.
Definition 5 (positive over pure tensor states) LetHi (i= 1, ...,n) be Hilbert spaces.
A bounded linear operator ω on H1⊗·· ·⊗Hn is said to be a positive over pure tensor
state if Tr[ω ] = 1 and
Tr[(P1⊗ ...⊗PN)ω ]≥ 0,
is satisfied for any set of positive operators Pi on Hi.
The set of all positive over pure tensor states on H1⊗·· ·⊗Hn is denoted by W (H1⊗
·· ·⊗Hn).
Theorem 6 There exists a bijective correspondence between positive over pure ten-
sor states on H1⊗ ·· · ⊗Hn and integrals over A1⊗ ·· ·⊗An, if the dimension of the
Hilbert spaces Hi are all at least three. The integral {Iω(C1,...,Cn) : (C1⊗ ...⊗Cn)sa →
R}(C1,...,Cn)∈C (A1)×···×C (An) corresponding to a positive over pure tensor state ω is de-
fined by
Iω(C1,...,Cn)
(a) = Trωa, (17)
for all a ∈ (C1⊗ ...⊗Cn)sa and (C1, ...,Cn) ∈ C (A1)×·· ·×C (An).
proof ) See Appx.A.3.
The gap between density operators and integrals over composite systems is un-
derstandable from the observation that A1 ⊗ ·· · ⊗ An does not include contexts for
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entangled measurements. Consider a context CA ⊗CB in the bipartite A1⊗ A2 with
A1 ∼= B(C2) and A2 ∼= B(C2) for example. Marginal commutative C∗-algebras CA
andCB are generated by certain 1-dimensional projectors in C2 as
CA = {c1|a1〉〈a1|+ c2|a2〉〈a2| | ci ∈ C},
CB = {c1|b1〉〈b1|+ c2|b2〉〈b2| | ci ∈ C}.
Then any operator O inCA⊗CB is decomposed uniquely to
O = c11|a1〉〈a1|⊗ |b1〉〈b1|+ c12|a1〉〈a1|⊗ |b2〉〈b2|
+c21|a2〉〈a2|⊗ |b1〉〈b1|+ c22|a2〉〈a2|⊗ |b2〉〈b2|.
If we requireO to be positive semi-definite, all the coefficients ci j are non-negative. As
a consequence, all the positive operators included in CA⊗CB are separable. Integrals
over A1⊗·· ·⊗An are required to be positive by the condition (8), but only for separable
operators just like positive over pure tensor states.
Remark 7 Although Thm. 6 deals with the integrals over A1 ⊗ ·· · ⊗ An internal to
topos [∏ni=1C (Ai), Set], the same bijective correspondence exists between positive
over pure tensor states in W (H1⊗ ...⊗Hm) and integrals over A1⊗ ...⊗Am inter-
nal to [∏ni=1C (Ai), Set] for any m ≤ n. This is because integrals over A1⊗ ...⊗Am :
(C1, ...,Cn) 7→C1⊗ ...⊗Cm in [∏ni=1C (Ai), Set] (m≤ n), and integrals over A1⊗ ...⊗
Am : (C1, ...,Cm) 7→C1⊗ ...⊗Cm in [∏mi=1C (Ai),Sets] are equivalent.
3.2.2 Riesz theorem and valuations on products of spectra
From the constructive Riesz theorem, we have a locale isomorphism
V (ΣA1⊗···⊗An)
∼= I (A1⊗·· ·⊗An). (18)
Isomorphisms (15) and (18) together imply
V (ΣA1 ×·· ·×ΣAn)∼= I (A1⊗·· ·⊗An). (19)
In words, the locales of integrals over the coproduct algebra and of valuations on the
corresponding product spectra are isomorphic. The following corollary of Thm. 6 is
lead by this observation.
Corollary 8 There exists a bijective correspondence between positive over pure tensor
states on H1⊗ ·· · ⊗Hn and valuations on ΣA1 × ·· · ×ΣAn , if the dimension of the
Hilbert spaces Hi are all at least three.
The isomorphism (19) provides a way to analyze states on composite systems from two
viewpoints. In this section, we have used integrals over algebras, since they provide
clearer expressions on the values they assign for observables. In the next section, we
use valuations on spectra to define Markov chains and to analyze their property.
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Remark 9 Although we have obtained a bijective correspondence between positive
over pure tensor states and valuations (Cor. 8), we do not know the explicit description
of the valuation themselves. This is partly because we did not obtain the explicit de-
scription of the product Gelfand spectrum, and also because it is difficult to interpret
the bijective correspondence between integrals and valuations explicitly in out topos.
In the next section, rather than trying to calculate the Gelfand spectrum explicitly,
we employ a categorical analysis for Markov chains so that we can keep the abstract
argument from Cor. 8.
4 Generalization of classical Markov chains by monads
Random variables X1, X2, ..., Xn constitute of a Markov chain if the joint distribution
p on X1×X2× ...×Xn decomposes to
p(x1,x2, ...,xn) = fXn|Xn−1(xn−1)(xn)... fX2|X1(x1)(x2)pX1(x1), (20)
where pX1 is a probability distribution on X1, and fXi |Xi−1 are transition matrices from
Xi−1 to Xi [12, 41]. Expression (20) of Markov chains reveals a method to extend
Markov chains to arbitrary lengths by transition matrices. In this section, we define
Markov chains for general commutative monads by generalizing this expression, and
study their propertieswithout relying on the specific monads in use. We find a condition
shared by the distribution monad and the valuation monad, that leads the triviality of
our Markov chain in topos quantum theory later in Sec. 5.2.
Our motivation to consider monads comes from the observation that the distribution
monad [25] describes both probability distributions and the transition matrices. The
functor part D : Sets→ Sets of the distribution monad can be identified with
system→ states,
assignment. We formulate notions of systems, composite systems, states and joint
states required for defining Markov chains in terms of monads and their Kleisli cate-
gories in Sec. 4.1. Based on these notions, we define Markov chains for strong monads
over cartesian categories in Sec. 4.2. We also analyze the conditions on monads so that
the defined Markov chains have similar properties to classical ones.
4.1 Notions of systems and states
We first define “systems” as objects of a cartesian categoryCwith product× :C×C→
C and the terminal object 1. Then the functor part T : C→ C of a monad (T,µ ,η) on
C is assumed to assign state spaces for systems. States on X are morphisms from the
terminal object 1→ TX (equivalently, Kleisli morphisms 1→K ℓ X).
Composition of systems X andY should be given by the productX×Y , so that joint
states are morphisms 1→ T (X ×Y ). We need canonical morphisms T (X ×Y )→ TX
and T (X ×Y )→ TY to define marginal states (like partial trace in quantum theory).
For the distribution monad, these canonical morphisms are defined by DpiX and DpiY ,
where piX : X ×Y → X and piY : X ×Y → Y are projections for the cartesian product.
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In the following we assume that the canonical morphisms for marginals are given by
projectors Tpi for cartesian categories.
We further require the monad to be commutative with the unique Fubini map
iX ,Y : TX ×TY → T (X ×Y ) so that product states are well defined. Since the Fubini
map iX ,Y :DX×DY →D(X×Y ) of the distribution monad represents the construction
of product states in D(X×Y ) from two marginal states in DX and DY , we straightfor-
wardly extend it to define product states on T (X×Y ) as those written by
iX ,Y ◦ 〈pX , pY 〉, (21)
with pairs of marginal states pX : 1→K ℓ X and pY : 1→K ℓ Y , where 〈pX , pY 〉 repre-
sents the product of morphisms. If the monad (T,µ ,η) were strong but not commuta-
tive, there would be two candidates for product states dst ◦ 〈px, pY 〉 and dst′ ◦ 〈px, pY 〉
which are not necessarily equal, where dstX ,Y : TX ×DY → T (X ×Y ) and dst′X ,Y :
TX×TY → T (X×Y ) are Fubini maps constructed from the strength and the costrength
of the strong monad.
4.2 Markov chains for commutative monads over cartesian cate-
gories
Now we define Markov chains for strong monads on cartesian categories, by straight-
forwardly generalizing the classical ones. We denote the Kleisli morphism f : X → TY
of a monad (T,µ ,η) by f : X →K ℓ Y and the Kleilsi composition by ⊙ to distinguish
it from the usual composition ◦.
Definition 10 Let C be a cartesian category with the terminal object 1, and (T,µ ,η)
be a commutative monad with a Fubini map i. A joint state m : 1→ T (X1× ...×Xn)
is said to be a Markov chain if there is a set of morphisms { fi : Xi−1 →K ℓ Xi}i=1,...,n
(with X0 := 1) such that m is equal to
extn⊙ extn−1⊙ ....⊙ ext3⊙ (iX2,X1 ◦ 〈 f2,ηX1〉)⊙ f1, (22)
where
exti : Xi−1× ...×X1→K ℓ Xi×Xi−1× ...×X1 (23)
exti := iXi×Xi−1,Xi−2×...×X1 ◦ (iXi,Xi−1 ◦ 〈 fi,ηXi−1〉×ηXi−2×...×X1). (24)
The morphisms exti “extend” Markov chains into larger Markov chains through the
Kleisli morphism fi (see Fig. 1 for a schematic representation).
For the case of classical probability theory, this definition of Markov chains for
distribution monad on Sets coincides with those of conventional definition presented
by Eq. (20). The transition matrices are generalized to Kleisli morphisms fi.
While we have defined general Markov chains so that they coincide with the classi-
cal ones (20) if applied for probability distributions, the general ones may behave dif-
ferently to the classical one. Here we consider several properties we expect for general
Markov chains to have, and derive sufficient conditions on the monad to define these
desirable Markov chains. Markov chains in topos quantum theory have these desirable
properties since valuation monad is known to satisfy these sufficient conditions.
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Xn-1Xn-2X1
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Figure 1: A configuration drawing of the process to extend Markov chains. Two equal-
ity represent the unit morphism η on the corresponding systems, and fn : Xn−1→K ℓ Xn
represents the Kleisli morphism to extend the Markov chain. Boxes labelled by i denote
the Fubini maps.
Stability of product states Let p : 1→K ℓ X ×Y be a bipartite state and ext : X ×
Y →K ℓ X×Y×Z be defined by Eq. (28). If p is a product state then it would be natural
to expect that ext⊙ p is also a product state with regard to the bi-partition X and Y ×Z.
Furthermore the marginal state on X should not be changed under the extension, since
the extension map ext should be a local transformation on Y . In words, product states
are expected to be stable under the extension. Product probability distributions are
stable under the action of transition matrices.5
The following lemma guarantees the stability of product states for any commutative
monad.
Lemma 11 Let (T,µ ,η) be a commutative monad (T,µ ,η) over cartesian category
C. For all product state iX ,Y ◦ 〈pX , pY 〉 : 1 →K ℓ X ×Y and all Kleisli morphisms
f : X →K ℓ X ′ and g : Y →K ℓ Y ′, we have
(iX ′ ,Y ′ ◦ ( f × g))⊙ (iX ,Y ◦ 〈pX , pY 〉) = iX ′,Y ′ ◦ 〈 f ⊙ pX ,g⊙ pY 〉. (25)
proof ) This lemma straightforwardly follows from the monoidal structure of i. See
Appx.A.4 for an explicit proof.
This lemma states that local transformations preserves product states if the monad
is commutative. If applied to the extension ext, Lem. 11 suggests
ext⊙〈pX , pY 〉= iX ,Y×Z ◦ 〈pX ,(iY,Z ◦ 〈ηY , f 〉)⊙ pY 〉, (26)
where the right hand side represents a product state as desired. See Fig. 2 for a schematic
representation of Eq. (26).
Locality of extension A classical Markov chain has a property that the n+ 1-th ran-
dom variable Xn+1 depends on Xn−1, Xn−2, ... only through Xn [12]. If we require this
5Although trivial, any tripartite distribution defined by pXYZ(x,y,z) := f (y)(z)pY (y)pX (x) with distribu-
tions pX , pY and transition matrix f is again a product with respect to the bi-partition X-YZ.
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f
pX
Y Z
f
(a) (b)
Y
pY pY
X
pX
Figure 2: A schematic representation of Eq. (26). Equalities represent the unit mor-
phism η on the corresponding systems, f is a Kleisli morphism. Symbols × are for
product states. The left and right hand sides of Eq. (26) are expressed by (a) and (b),
respectively.
property for our Markov chain, we expect that the marginal state
TΠY×Z ◦ (ext⊙ p), (27)
(ext := iX ,Y×Z ◦ (ηX × iY,Z ◦ 〈ηY , f 〉)) (28)
with Kleisli morphisms f :Y →K ℓ Z and p : 1→K ℓ X×Y , depends on p only through
p’s marginal on Y .
The following lemma suggests an explicit construction of the marginal state given
by (27) from TΠY ◦ p.
Lemma 12 Let ext : X ×Y →K ℓ X ×Y × Z be defined as above by Eq. (28). The
marginal state given by (27) satisfies
TΠY×Z ◦ (ext⊙ p) = (iY,Z ◦ 〈ηY , f 〉)⊙ (TΠY ◦ p).
(29)
for any state p : 1→K ℓ X×Y.
proof ) See Appx.A.5.
The right-hand-side of Eq. (29) reveals that TΠY×Z ◦ (ext⊙ p) depends on p only
through its marginal on Y .6 See Fig. 3 for a schematic representation of Eq. (29).
Preservation of original states While the morphism exti presented by Eq. (24) ex-
tends Markov chains, it might change the original state after extension. More precisely,
we are not sure if
TΠX×Y ◦ (ext⊙ p) = p (30)
(ext := iX ,Y×Z ◦ (ηX × iY,Z ◦ 〈ηY , f 〉)) (31)
holds for any Kleisli morphisms f : Y →K ℓ Z and p : 1→K ℓ X ×Y , and any set of
systems {X , Y, Z}. See Fig. 4 for a schematic representation of the desired property
(30).
6For the distribution monad, Eq. (29) comes down to an almost trivial equation ∑x∈X p(x,y) f (y)(z) =
f (y)(z)∑x∈X p(x,y).
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Y Z
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Y
Figure 3: A schematic representation of Eq. (29). Equalities represent the unit mor-
phism η on the corresponding systems and f is a Kleisli morphism. The systems with
ground symbols are discarded to take the marginal states on the other parts. The left
and right hand sides of Eq. (29) are expressed by (a) and (b), respectively.
X Y
X Y Z
X Y
f
p
p
Figure 4: A schematic representation of Eq. (30). Equalities represent the unit mor-
phism η on the corresponding systems, f is a Kleisli morphism, and the marginal onto
systems without the ground symbol is taken.
We already know that this is satisfied for the distribution monad7.
We derive a sufficient condition on monad (T,µ ,η) to satisfy Eq. (30) for any
Markov chains.
Lemma 13 Equation (30) holds if T1∼= 1.
proof ) See Appx.A.6.
In summary, the stability of product states under extension (26) is guaranteed and
the marginal of extended states coincides with the extension of marginal states (namely,
Eq. (29) holds) in any commutative monad over cartesian categories. Extensions pre-
serve original states (namely, Eq. (30) holds) if T1∼= 1. We have obtained these results
without relying on explicit descriptions of commutative monads and Kleisli morphisms
therein. These results find their uses in the next section, where we do not have explicit
description of Kleisli morphisms of the valuation monad.
Remark 14 The distribution monad has
D1= {p : {∗}→ [0,1] | p(∗) = 1} ∼= 1. (32)
7If p : X ×Y → [0,1] is a joint distribution and [ f (y)(z)]y,z is a transition matrix from Y to Z, Eq. (30)
reduces to ∑z∈Z p(x,y) f (y)(z) = p(x,y), which is obvious from ∑z∈Z f (y)(z) = 1.
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There are many examples of commutative monads with T1 ∼= 1 other than the distri-
bution monad: Giry monad on measurable spaces [18], Radon monad on compact
Hausdorff spaces [17], and the valuation monad on locales. These examples are all
somehow related to probability weight functions, where D1 ∼= 1 states the normaliza-
tion of weight functions just as Eq. (32) does.
Remark 15 There are commutativemonadswhich do not have T1∼= 1 but still validate
Eq. (30). An example which may be related to quantum physics is the Fock space monad
F presented in Ref. [5].
Remark 16 The extension of the bipartite distribution ext⊙ p represents a solution of
the “extension problem” for classical probability distributions. The extension problem
asks for necessary and sufficient conditions for a pair of bipartite states pXY on X×Y
and pYZ onY×Z to be expressed as marginal states of a tripartite state pXYZ (called an
extension of pXY and pYZ). It is known that if pXY and pYZ are probability distributions,
their extension probability distribution pXYZ exists if and only if they coincides on the
common marginal Y [7]. An extension can be constructed by
pXYZ(x,y,z) := pZ|Y (y)(z)pXY (x,y), (33)
where pZ|Y is the conditional distribution pZ|Y (y)(z) := pYZ(y,z)/pY (y) regarded as a
transition matrix. This extension is equal to ext⊙ p if we substitute pXY to p, and pZ|Y
to f inside ext.
5 Transformations and Markov chains for topos quan-
tum theory
We have defined a composition of marginal systems for topos quantum theory, and
analyzed general states on composite systems in Sec. 3. This section is devoted to
transformations on the valuations. We analyze Markov chains in topos quantum theory
for this purpose.
Kleisli morphisms of the valuation monad are used in the place of transition matri-
ces, and thus these morphisms are regarded as state transformations in topos quantum
theory. The Markov chains in topos quantum theory are expected to reflect proper-
ties of these morphisms. While we are motivated to see the correspondence between
these Kleisli morphisms and, for example, completely positive maps in usual quantum
theory, our analysis on Markov chains rather indicates a triviality of these morphisms.
We first give an introduction to the valuation monad, and deduce an observation
on the complete positivity of the Kleisli morphisms of the valuation monad from the
bijective correspondence between multipartite valuations and positive over pure tensor
states in Sec. 5.1. Markov chains in topos quantum theory is considered in Sec. 5.2.
We analyze monogamy properties of positive over pure tensor states independently to
topos theory, and apply it to analyze these Markov chains.
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5.1 Kleisli morphisms of valuation monad
Valuation monad is a monad on category of locales Loc presented by Vickers [46].
Vickers presents three types of valuation monads, representing unnormalized, subnor-
malized, and normalized valuations, among which we focus only on normalized valua-
tions. The functor part V : Loc→ Loc assigns the locale of valuations V X for a given
locale X . If X is a compact, completely regular locale, V X coincides with the one
presented in Ref. [11] and reviewed in Sec. 2.1. The valuation monad is commutative
and satisfies V 1∼= 1 much like the distribution monad.
As we have reviewed in Sec. 2.1, valuations on X have bijective correspondence
between HomLoc(1,X) where 1 is the terminal object in Loc. In other words, a valu-
ation v on locale X is equivalent to a Kleisli morphism v : 1→K ℓ X of the valuation
monad, in the same way probability distribution p on random variable X is equivalent
to a Kleisli morphism p : 1→K ℓ X of the distribution monad. The action of Kleisli
morphism f : X →K ℓ Y of the valuation monad on the valuation v is defined by the
Kleisli composition
f ⊙ v : 1 v−→ V X V f−−→ V 2Y µY−→ V Y (34)
in exactly the same way transition matrices acts on probability distributions. Once a
composition of transition matrices is written by Kleisli morphisms, its valuation version
is immediately obtained by replacing the monad to valuations.
Let (T,µ ,η) be a commutative monad over a cartesian category C, i be its Fubini
map, and f : X →K ℓ X ′ and g : Y →K ℓ Y ′ be Kleisli morphisms. The spatial com-
position of f and g refers to a Kleisli morphism f ⊗ g : X ×Y →K ℓ X ′×Y ′ defined
by
f ⊗ g := iX ′,Y ′ ◦ ( f × g). (35)
For readers with familiarity on category theory, it suffices to say that Kleisli categories
of commutative monads have monoidal structure⊗ [20].
All the Kleisli morphisms of a commutative monad is completely positive (CP)
in the sense that arbitrary spatial composition of two Kleisli morphisms are allowed.
CP maps in quantum and classical probability theories are defined to send states to
(possibly unnormalized) states, if it act in parallel with identity maps. If we define the
states on system X×Y to be Kleisli morphisms v : 1→K ℓ X×Y , the parallel action of
the Kleisli morphism f : X →K ℓ X ′ and the identity on Y transforms it to
( f ⊗ηY )⊙ v, (36)
which is a state on X ′×Y (note that unit ηY is the identity morphism on Y in the Kleisli
category). Thus any Kleisli morphisms are valid state transformation even if they acts
on marginal systems.
With regard to our composite system in topos quantum theory, valuations on ΣA1×
ΣA2 bijectively corresponds to positive over pure tensor states on H1⊗H2, if A1 =
B(H1) and A2 = B(H2). Let v : 1→K ℓ ΣA1 ×ΣA2 be a valuation, and f : ΣA1 →K ℓ
ΣA1 be a Kleisli morphism of the valuation monad. Then the Choi isomorphism be-
tween bipartite operators and linear maps [9, 26] implies that a valuation
v′ := ( f ⊗ηΣA2 )⊙ v (37)
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corresponds not necessarily to a quantum state, but to a positive over pure tensor state
on H1⊗H2. Thus even if f corresponds to a positive non-CP map in quantum theory
and v′ does not corresponds to a quantum state, it is regarded to be CP in our definition
of composite systems in topos quantum theory. If there is another definition of com-
posite systems that leads to a bijective correspondence between joint valuations and
quantum states, Kleisli morphisms do not represent positive non-CP maps in quantum
theory.
Nevertheless the above argument does not indicate the existence of Kleisli mor-
phisms corresponding to positive maps. It only denies the existence of Kleisli mor-
phisms corresponding to non-positive maps. More work is required to see which of the
positive and CP maps in quantum theory, topos quantum theory leads when generaliz-
ing classical probability theory.
5.2 Valuation monad for topos quantum theory
This section applies results onMarkov chains from Sec. 4 to the topos quantum systems
of Sec. 3. Category Loc is cartesian [39], and the valuation monad (of normalized
valuations) is commutative and satisfies V 1∼= 1 [46], making this application possible.
Before going to Markov chains in topos quantum theory, we analyze properties of
positive over pure tensor states in Sec. 5.2.1. We show that monogamy of multipar-
tite quantum states, which is a characteristic property of quantum states that classical
probability does not have, also exists for positive over pure tensor states. From the
monogamy of positive over pure tensor states, we deduce that every Markov chain of
the valuation monad for topos quantum theory must be a product state in Sec. 5.2.2.
Thus we show a triviality of Markov chains.
5.2.1 Monogamy of positive over pure tensor states
In this subsection, we check that a monogamy property of quantum states also holds
for positive over pure tensor states. The results of this subsection is combined with
those of Sec. 4.2 to prove the triviality of Markov chains in topos quantum theory.
Monogamy in quantum theory means the following property of quantum correla-
tions, namely, if a tripartite state has a strong correlation in one of its bipartite marginal
system, then the marginal system does not have a strong correlation between the third.
This property of quantum correlations partly originates from non-trivial extendibility
conditions of marginal quantum states, which are considered in quantum marginal
problems. Among many extendibility situations, we focus on the simplest one by re-
placing quantum states into positive over pure tensor states. We denote the set of posi-
tive over pure tensor states on composite system HX ⊗HY ⊗ ... by W (HX ⊗HY ⊗ ...).
Definition 17 A pair of bipartite positive over pure tensor states ωXY ∈W (HX ⊗HY )
and ωYZ ∈ W (HY ⊗HZ), is said to be extendible if there exists a tripartite positive
over pure tensor state ωXYZ ∈W (HX ⊗HY ⊗HZ) such that
TrHX [ωXYZ] = ωYZ , (38)
TrHZ [ωXYZ] = ωXY . (39)
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An obvious necessary condition for a pair (ωXY ,ωYZ) to be extendible is TrHX [ωXY ] =
TrHZ [ωYZ], namely, they must coincide on the overlapping marginal.
The analogous concept of extendibility can be defined for classical probability dis-
tributions and quantum states as well [7]. As we have remarked in Rem. 16, any pair
of classical probability distributions with marginal states coinciding on the overlap is
extendible. This is not the case for quantum states (see e.g. [7, 44]), and positive over
pure tensor states as we will see below.
The set of bipartite positive over pure tensor states is convex whose extremal points
of which can be characterized [36]. Examples of extremal bipartite positive over pure
tensor states are pure quantum states, and partial transpositions of those.
Lemma 18 Let HX , HY , HZ be Hilbert spaces, and ω ∈W (HX ⊗HY ⊗HZ) be a
positive over pure tensor state. If TrHZ (ω) is an extremal bipartite positive over pure
tensor state8 on HY ⊗HZ , then ω = TrHZ (ω)⊗TrHX⊗HY (ω).
proof ) If {Oi ∈B(HZ)}i=1,...,m is a set of POVM measurement operators, then opera-
tors on HX ⊗HY defined by
ω |i := TrHZ [ω(IHX⊗HY ⊗Oi)]/pi, (40)
(pi := Tr[ω(IHX⊗HY ⊗Oi)] = Tr
[
TrHX⊗HY [ω ]Oi
]≥ 0) (41)
are positive over pure tensor states on H1⊗H2, since
Tr[ω |i] = Tr[ω(IHX⊗HY ⊗Oi)]
Tr[ω(IHX⊗HY ⊗Oi)]
= 1, and (42)
Tr[ω |i(PX ⊗PY )] = TrHZ [ω(PX ⊗PY ⊗Oi)]/pi ≥ 0, (43)
hold for any positive operators PX and PY on HX and HY . The marginal state is repre-
sented by a convex combination of positive over pure tensor states
TrHZ [ω ] = TrHZ [ω(IHX⊗HY ⊗
m
∑
i=1
Oi)] = ∑
i
piω |i, (44)
Since TrHZ [ω ] is assumed to be an extremal bipartite state, it follows that the states ω |i
are all equal to TrHZ [ω ]. Then for any set of positive operators {PX , PY , PZ} (Pi ∈Hi),
Tr[ω(PX ⊗PY ⊗PZ)] = Tr
[
(PX ⊗PY )TrHZ [ω(IHX⊗HY ⊗PZ)]
]
= Tr
[
(PX ⊗PY )TrHZ [ω ]
]×Tr[PZTrHX⊗HY [ω ]
]
= Tr
[
(PX ⊗PY ⊗PZ)
(
TrHZ [ω ]⊗TrHX⊗HY [ω ]
)]
holds. This implies ω = TrHZ [ω ]⊗TrHX⊗HY [ω ] as claimed in the lemma.
Lemma 19 If either of a pair of nonproduct positive over pure tensor states ωXY ∈
W (HX ⊗HY ) or ωYZ ∈W (HY ⊗HZ) is extremal, the pair is not extendible.
8Note that if ω ∈ W (HX ⊗HY ⊗ ...) is a positive over pure tensor state, its partial traces TrHi [ω ] are
positive over pure tensor states.
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proof ) Without loss of generality we assume that ωXY is an extremal nonproduct pos-
itive over pure tensor state. If there is a tripartite state ωXYZ with the property pre-
sented in the lemma, it follows from the previous lemma that ωXYZ is expressed as
ωXYZ = ωXY ⊗TrHX⊗HY (ωXYZ). Then TrHX [ωXYZ] is a product state, contradicting to
the assumption that ωYZ is a nonproduct state.
These lemmas can be interpreted as evidences of the monogamy of positive over
pure tensor states. A pair of bipartite positive over pure tensor states ωXY and ωYZ is
not necessarily extendible even if they coincide on the overlap HY . There are non-
trivial extendibility conditions beyond the coincidence on overlaps, and this condition
prohibits multipartite quantum states to have arbitrary strong correlations in all parti-
tioning. In particular, Lem. 18 reveals that if a bipartite marginal state on a tripartite
positive over pure tensor state is extremal, then the tripartite state must be a product of
the bipartite marginal state and the rest.
We further analyze details of this monogamy property for showing a triviality of
Markov chains in the next section.
Theorem 20 For any non-product positive over pure tensor state ωXY on HX ⊗HY ,
there is a quantum state ρYZ on HY ⊗HZ with dimHZ = 3 such that TrHX [ωXY ] =
TrHZ [ρYZ] but the pair (ωXY ,ρYZ) is not extendible.
proof ) Denote the marginal state on HY by ρY := TrHX [ωXY ]. Define rank-2 projectors
Πi j (i, j = 1, ...,dimHY , i 6= j) by
Πi j = |ψi〉〈ψi|+ |ψ j〉〈ψ j |, (45)
where {|ψi〉}i=1,...,dimHY is the basis diagonalizing ρY so that ρY = ∑i pi|ψi〉〈ψi|.
We first show that ifωXY is not a product state, there exists a pair i, j ∈{1, ...,dimHY}
such that
(IHX ⊗Πi j)ωXY (IHX ⊗Πi j) (46)
is not product. If we assume the contrary,
(IHX ⊗Πi j)ωXY (IHX ⊗Πi j) = OHXi j ⊗OHYi j (47)
holds for all pairs i 6= j. Then for any one dimensional projector,
(IHX ⊗|ψi〉〈ψi|)ωXY (IHX ⊗|ψi〉〈ψi|) = (IHX ⊗|ψi〉〈ψi|Πi j)ωXY (IHX ⊗Πi j|ψi〉〈ψi|)
∝ OHXi j ⊗|ψi〉〈ψi|. (48)
Since this holds for any j not equal to i, we obtain O
HX
i j ∝ O
HX
i j′ for any pair j, j
′(6= i).
Since OHXi j is not changed under the permutation of i and j, there exists an operator
OHX on HX such that
OHX ∝ OHXi j , (49)
for any i 6= j. This implies
ωXY = ∑
i6= j
(IHX ⊗Πi j)ωXY (IHX ⊗Πi j)−∑
k
(IHX ⊗|ψk〉〈ψk|)ωXY (IHX ⊗|ψk〉〈ψk|)
∝ OHX ⊗OHY ,
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with an operator OHY on HY , which contradicts to the assumption that ωXY is not
product.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the case of i = 1, j = 2 gives a non-
product operator by Eq. (46). Define |φ〉23 as an unnormalized purification of p1|ψ1〉〈ψ1|+
p2|ψ2〉〈ψ2|
|φ〉YZ :=√p1|ψ1〉⊗ |0〉Z+√p2|ψ2〉⊗ |1〉Z, (50)
and define ρYZ by
ρYZ := |φ〉〈φ |YZ +∑
i≥3
pi|ψi〉〈ψi|⊗ |2〉〈2|Z, (51)
so that the marginal state TrHZ [ρYZ] on HY is equal to ρY .
ρYZ is not extendible with ωXY . Otherwise there exists a tripartite positive over
pure tensor state ωXYZ whose marginals are ωXY and ρYZ . The restriction of ωXYZ
(IHX ⊗Π12⊗ IHZ)ωXYZ(IHX ⊗Π12⊗ IHZ), (52)
must have marginals (IHX ⊗Π12)ωXY (IHX ⊗Π12) and |φ〉〈φ |YZ . This contradicts to
Lem. 19 since both of them are non-product and |φ〉〈φ |YZ is (proportional to) a pure
state, which is an extremal point of W (HY ⊗HZ).
5.2.2 Triviality of Markov chains
We denote the Fubini map of valuation monad by iX ,Y : V X×V Y → V (X×Y). Sim-
ilarly to the Fubini map for distribution monad, i represents inclusion of product valu-
ations to the space (locale, in precise) of valuations on composite system [46]. Product
valuations on X ×Y are those defined by
i◦ 〈vX ,vY 〉 : 1→K ℓ X×Y (53)
with valuations vX : 1→K ℓ X and vY : 1→K ℓ Y on local systems X andY , respectively.
Now consider the valuation monad on the category of locales internal to the topos
[∏ni=1C (Ai),Sets], where Ai = B(Hi) are non-commutative algebras of operators on
finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. Valuations on∏i∈I ΣAi , where I is a subset of {1, ...,n},
correspond to positive over pure tensor states on
⊗
i∈I Hi by Thm. 6. Product valua-
tions correspond to product quantum states. Taking marginals of a valuation is equiva-
lent to taking partial traces of the corresponding positive over pure tensor state.
Theorem 21 Let Hi (i= 1, ...,n) be finite dimensional Hilbert spaces all with dimen-
sions at least 3. Markov chains of valuations on ΣA1×·· ·×ΣAn defined by Def. 10, are
equivalent to product states by the bijective correspondence (17).
proof ) Let fi : ΣAi−1 →K ℓ ΣAi be Kleisli morphisms where ΣA0 := 1 for the terminal
object 1 of Loc[∏ni=1C (Ai),Set]. A sequence of Markov chains vi : 1→K ℓ ΣA1× ...×ΣAi
are constructed by
vi := exti⊙ exti−1⊙ ...⊙ ext3⊙ (iΣA1 ,ΣA2 ◦ 〈ηΣA1 , f2〉)⊙ f1, (54)
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where
exti := iΣA1×...×ΣAi−2 ,ΣAi−1×ΣAi ◦ (iΣAi−1 ,ΣAi ◦ 〈 fi,ηΣAi−1 〉×ηΣA1×...×ΣAi−2 ). (55)
We inductively show that the Markov chains vi presented in Eq. (54) are product valu-
ations and hence corresponds to product quantum states.
We first deduce a contradiction by assuming the top one of this sequence
v2 = (iΣA1 ,ΣA2
◦ 〈ηΣA1 , f2〉)⊙ f1 (56)
corresponds to non-product positive over pure tensor states. We denote the quantum
state corresponding to v2 by ρ2. If ρ2 is not a product state, then v2’s marginal V ΠΣA1
◦
v2 corresponds to a mixed quantum state TrH2 [ρ2]. Lemma20 implies that there exists
a valuation v′2 on system ΣA1 ×ΣA3 × ...×ΣAn corresponding to a quantum state ρ ′2
whose marginal on H1 is equivalent to TrH2 [ρ2], but ρ2 and ρ
′
2 are not marginal states
of a single tripartite state. Now consider a valuation v on ΣA1×·· ·×ΣAn defined by
v :=
(
iΣA1×ΣA2 ,ΣA3×...×ΣAn ◦ (iΣA1 ,ΣA2 ◦ 〈ηΣA1 , f2〉)
)
⊙ v′2, (57)
in words, we extend v′2 by f2. Lemmas 13 and 12 respectively imply
V ΠΣA1×ΣA2 ◦ v= v2, V ΠΣA1×ΣA3×...×ΣAn ◦ v= v
′
2. (58)
These equations state that the positive over pure tensor state corresponding to v has
marginal states ρ2 and ρ
′
2 overlapping at H2, which contradicts to the assumption that
v2 and v
′
2 corresponds to a non-extendible pair. We have proven that v2 is a product
valuation.
If vi−1 is a product valuation, it is decomposed to
vi−1 = iΣA1×...×ΣAi−2 ,ΣAi−1 ◦ 〈w,w
′〉, (59)
wherew : 1→K ℓ ΣA1× ...×ΣAi−2 , and w′ : 1→K ℓ ΣAi−1 are valuations on the marginal
systems and w is itself a product valuation. Lemma11 suggests (cf. Eq. (26))
vi = exti⊙ vi−1 (60)
= iΣA1×...×ΣAi−2 ,ΣAi−1×ΣAi ◦ 〈w,(iΣAi−1 ,ΣAi ◦ 〈 fi,ηΣAi−1 〉)⊙w
′〉. (61)
Valuation vi is now written as a product of w and
w′′ := (iΣAi−1 ,ΣAi ◦ 〈 fi,ηΣAi−1 〉)⊙w
′. (62)
It suffices to check that w′′ is a product state since w is itself a product state. This can
be shown in the same way of showing that v2 is a product state.
The core of this proof can be abstractly summarized as follows (see Fig. 5 along-
side). Extremal bipartite non-product states cannot be extended to tripartite positive
over pure tensor states so that it is not product between the original two and the third
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Figure 5: Three steps to show the triviality of our Markov chains. (a) If a bipartite
marginal of a tripartite state is correlated and pure, the third party must be disconnected
to the other two. (b) A Kleisli morphismwhich creates correlation. (c) The same Kleisli
morphism extends a bipartite correlated pure state to a state contradicting to (a).
party (Fig. 5 (a)). If there should exist a map ext which extends product states to non-
product positive over pure tensor states (Fig. 5 (b)), however, it would extend extremal
bipartite non-product state to create the forbidden tripartite state (Fig. 5 (c)). The proof
shows a fundamental incompatibility between our Markov chains and monogamy of
states. Once a bijective correspondence between states defined by any commutative
monad with T1 ∼= 1 and quantum states (or positive over pure tensor states) on com-
posite Hilbert spaces is established, the monogamy of quantum states (or positive over
pure tensor states) immediately indicates the triviality of Markov chains.
The fundamental incompatibility between our Markov chains and the monogamy
property stems from the cartesianness of the underlying category. Cartesianness of the
underlying category enables us to construct morphisms
i◦ 〈 f ,g〉 (63)
by combining arbitrary Kleisli morphisms f and g. That means, every pair of Kleisli
morphisms is compatible in the sense these two can be combined together to form a
1-to-2 map whose marginals coincides with the original pair. This is in contrast to
the TPCP maps where a pair of two maps with the same domain is not necessarily
compatible [27].
Theorem21 also implies the non-existence of Kleisli morphisms f : ΣAi−1 →K ℓ ΣAi
that create non-product states between ΣAi−1 and ΣAi . Typical morphisms which create
product states between ΣAi−1 and ΣAi are
fv : ΣAi−1
!ΣAi−1−−−→ 1 v−→ V ΣAi , (64)
with the unique morphism !ΣAi−1
to the terminal object and any valuation v : 1→K ℓ ΣAi
on ΣAi . In words, fv outputs a fixed state v no matter what the input is. If fv is used for
extension, it just adds state v as the last member of the Markov chain. Although we do
not have a proof, we conjecture that the only Kleisli morphisms from ΣAi−1 to ΣAi are
those given by Eq. (64).
Remark 22 There is another generalization of classical Markov chains to quantum
theory, which exhibits classical correlations unlike our Markov chains for topos quan-
tum theory. A tripartite quantum state ρXYZ ∈S (HX ⊗HY ⊗HZ) is a short quantum
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Markov chain [21] if there is a TPCP map E
ρXYZ
Y→YZ :B(HY )→B(HY ⊗HZ) such that
ρXYZ = idHX ⊗E ρXYZY→YZ
(
TrHZ [ρXYZ]
)
.
There are short quantum Markov chains which are not product in any partitioning.
The trick to avoid the triviality forced by the monogamy is the dependency of E
ρXYZ
Y→YZ
on state ρXYZ . The map idHX ⊗E ρXYZY→YZ extending chains preserves the marginal state
TrHZ [ρXYZ] of ρXYZ , but it may change other input states fromS (HX⊗HY ). If E ρXYZY→YZ
must satisfy TrHZ [idHX ⊗ E ρXYZY→YZ(ρXY )] = ρXY for any state ρXY in S (HX ⊗HY ),
E
ρXYZ
Y→YZ separates to EY ⊗ΓρZ with a TPCP map EY : B(HY )→ B(HY ) and ΓρZ :
B(C)→ B(HZ) to prepare state ρZ, and the resulting short quantum Markov chain
is product, much like our Markov chains for topos quantum theory.
6 Concluding remarks
We defined composite systems in topos quantum theory, by generalizing products of
random variables representing the composite systems in classical probability theory.
From toposes and their internal commutative C*-algebras describing marginal quan-
tum systems, a unifying topos is first constructed, and the coproduct of C*-algebras
is taken in the unifying topos, as done for bipartite systems in Ref. [50]. Taking co-
products of C*-algebras is equivalent to taking product of corresponding locales. The
joint valuations on product locales and, equivalently, the integrals over coproduct alge-
bras have bijective correspondence between positive over pure tensor states instead of
quantum states.
The gap between joint valuations and quantum states arises since the joint valua-
tions are not required to be positive on entangled positive operators, while quantum
states are. This is because our coproducts of commutative C*-algebras lack the com-
mutative C*-subalgebra for entangled observables. It is open if there exists another
definition of composite systems leading a bijective correspondence between joint val-
uations and quantum states. Commutative C*-algebras for such a composition would
include sufficient commutative subalgebras for entangled observables.
Our analysis reveals that there is no unique way to generalize composite systems
of classical probability theory to topos quantum theory. This arbitrariness arises in the
first place from the use of different toposes for describing marginal quantum systems.
All random variables in classical probability theory are objects in unique topos Sets,
while the marginal locales of topos quantum theory may exist in different toposes.
The Kleisli morphisms of the valuation monad are regarded to be state transforma-
tions in topos quantum theory, and we have investigated its behaviour on composite
systems. The commutativity of valuation monad alone implies that the Kleisli mor-
phisms are CP in the sense that arbitrary two Kleisli morphisms acting in parallel gen-
erate valid Kleisli morphisms. This does not imply, however, that positive non-CP
quantum maps are excluded from the Kleisli morphisms of the valuation monad. Since
joint valuations corresponding to positive over pure tensor states are regarded as states
in our definition of composite systems, actions of positive non-CP maps on a part of
entangled states produces valid states in topos quantum theory. The definition of com-
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plete positivity for topos quantum theory highly depends on how to define composite
systems.
We generalized classical Markov chains directly to topos quantum theory, by re-
placing distribution monad (used in classical probability theory) to valuation monad
(used in topos quantum theory). The Markov chains are recursively defined by extend-
ing short Markov chains by Kleisli morphisms of valuation monad. We have shown a
fundamental incompatibility between our Markov chains and the monogamy property
of positive over pure tensor states, and demonstrated that our Markov chains corre-
spond only to product valuations on composite systems. Markov chains in topos quan-
tum theory is more trivial than classical ones which can contain classical correlation.
This consequence reveals that there only exist state transformations between differ-
ent marginal systems that do not create correlation in topos quantum theory. Kleisli
morphisms between different marginal systems seems to be too trivial to ask the corre-
spondence between linear maps in quantum theory.
This triviality of Markov chains has two origins: the use of (cartesian) product to
describe composite systems, and 1 ∼= V 1 for the valuation monad. It is sometimes
considered that the product may not be suitable for describing composition for quan-
tum systems, for example because of the no-cloning theorem [10]. The triviality of
our Markov chains reinforces this observation, by showing an incompatibility between
product and the monogamy existing in quantum states and positive over pure tensor
states. While we cannot define our Markov chains without the product, 1 ∼= V 1 is not
a crucial property. It might be interesting to consider our Markov chains for different
monad T and cartesian category other than the valuation monad on category of locales,
such that 1≇ T1.
A Proofs for theorems
A.1 Coproducts of internal unital commutative C*-algebras
This appendix shows Thm. 2 by generalizing the method presented in Ref. [50]. We
shall prove the following Lemma which directly implies the theorem:
Lemma 23 Let P be a poset and functors Ai : P→ Sets (i= 1, ...,n) be unital commu-
tative C*-algebras internal to the functor topos [P,Sets]. Then the object A1⊗ ...⊗An :
P→ Sets defined by
A1⊗ ...⊗An(x) = A1(x)⊗ ...⊗An(x), (65)
for elements (objects) x ∈ P and
A1⊗ ...⊗An( f )(a1⊗ ...⊗ an) = A1( f )(a1)⊗ ...⊗An( f )(an), (66)
(ai ∈ Ai(x) (∀i))
for partial orders (morphisms) f : x
≤−→ y, where the tensor products on the right hand
sides of Eqs. (65) and (66) are for unital commutative C*-algebras in Sets, is an in-
ternal commutative C*-algebra. Furthermore it is the coproduct of {Ai}i=1,...,n in the
category of internal unital commutative C*-algebras.
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It is shown in Ref. [43] that an object A in [T,Sets] is an internal unital commu-
tative C*-algebra if and only if each component A(x) is a unital commutative C*-
algebra in Sets and the arrow part A( f ) : A(x) → A(y) for any f : x → y in T is
a unital *-homomorphism, where T is a small category. This implies that the ob-
ject A1⊗·· ·⊗An is an internal unital commutative C*-algebra, since each component
A1⊗ ...⊗An(X) is a unital commutative C*-algebra in Sets, and a tensor product of
unital *-homomorphisms is again a unital *-homomorphism. Note that poset P is a
small category.
Interpretation of theories for unital *-homomorphisms by the Kripke-Joyal seman-
tics on [P,Sets] (see e.g. [33] for details) reveals that a natural transformationα : A→B
between internal unital commutative C*-algebra objects A, B in [P,Sets] is an internal
*-homomorphism if and only if all the components are *-homomorphisms of unital
commutative C*-algebras in Sets. For example, linearity
∀a,b ∈ A,α(a)+α(b) = α(a+ b)
holds
iff ⊥  ∀a,b ∈ A : α(a)+α(b) = α(a+ b),
iff ∀p ∈ P, ∀a ∈ A(p), p  ∀b ∈ A : α(a)+α(b) = α(a+ b),
iff ∀p ∈ P, ∀a ∈ A(p), ∀q≥ p, ∀b ∈ A(q), q  α(a|q)+α(b) = α(a|q+ b),
iff ∀p ∈ P, ∀a ∈ A(p), ∀q≥ p, ∀b ∈ A(q), αq(a|q)+αq(b) = αq(a|q+ b).
This statement is equivalent to the simpler statement
∀p ∈ P, ∀a,b ∈ A(p), αp(a)+αp(b) = αp(a+ b). (67)
Thus the linearity on α reduces to the linearity of each component. The other axioms
for *-homomorphisms are interpreted similarly, and reduce to component-wise axioms
in Sets.
Define natural transformations α i : Ai → A1⊗ ·· ·⊗An as the candidate coproduct
injections by setting
α ip(ai) = I1⊗·· ·⊗ Ii−1⊗ ai⊗ Ii+1⊗·· ·⊗ In. (68)
These natural transformations are internal *-homomorphisms because each component
is.
Now let A be any internal unital commutativeC*-algebra, with internal *-homomorphisms
β i : Ai → A. Consider morphisms γp : A1(p)⊗ ·· · ⊗An(p)→ A(p) defined for p ∈ P
by
γp(a1⊗·· ·⊗ an) = β 1p(a1)β 2p(a2) · · ·β np(an).
This is a natural transformation since for f : p→ q we have
γq(A1⊗·· ·⊗An( f )(a1⊗·· ·⊗ an)) = γq(A1( f )(a1)⊗·· ·⊗An( f )(an))
= β 1y (A1( f )(a1))β
2
q (A2( f )(a2)) · · ·β nq (An( f )(an))
= A( f )(β 1p(a1))A( f )(β
2
p (a2)) · · ·A( f )(β np (an))
= A( f )(β 1p(a1)β
2
p(a2) · · ·β np(an))
= A( f )(γp(a1⊗·· ·⊗ an)).
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Clearly γ ◦β i = α i holds, and since each component is unique, γ is the unique mediat-
ing map satisfying this condition.
A.2 Internal integrals
We show that the internal integrals over A1⊗·· ·⊗An is given by Def. 4, by interpreting
the axioms for integrals by the Kripke-Joyal semantics. The real number object R in
topos [P,Sets] is the constant functor which assigns the real numbers in Sets for each
p ∈ P (see e.g. [33]).
Note first that the unit of multiplication I for A1⊗·· ·⊗An is given by the component
wise identities IC1⊗...⊗Cn ((C1, ...,Cn) ∈ C (A1)× ·· · ×C (An)), and the unit 1 of the
internal real number object R is also given by the component wise unit. This implies
that the normalization condition I(I) = 1 of the natural transformation I : A1⊗ ·· · ⊗
An → R holds if and only if IC(IC1⊗...⊗Cn) = 1 for all C1⊗ ...⊗Cn ∈ C (A1)× ·· · ×
C (An). Linearity and positivity are shown in the following manner.
Linearity of I : A1⊗·· ·⊗An → R
∀a,b ∈ A1⊗·· ·⊗An : I(a)+ I(b) = I(a+ b)
holds
iff ⊥  ∀a,b ∈ A1⊗·· ·⊗An, I(a)+ I(b) = I(a+ b),
iff ∀p ∈ C (A1)×·· ·×C (An), ∀a ∈ A1⊗·· ·⊗An(p), p
 ∀b ∈ A1⊗·· ·⊗An : I(a)+ I(b) = I(a+ b),
iff ∀p ∈ C (A1)×·· ·×C (An), ∀a ∈ A1⊗·· ·⊗An(p), ∀q≥ p,
∀b ∈ A1⊗·· ·⊗An(q), q  I(a|q)+ I(b) = I(a|q+ b).
This statement is equivalent to
∀p ∈ C (A1)×·· ·×C (An), ∀a ∈ A1⊗·· ·⊗An(p), ∀q≥ p,
∀b ∈ A1⊗·· ·⊗An(q), Iq(a|q)+ Iq(b) = Iq(a|q+ b),
which is further equivalent to a simpler statement
∀p ∈ C (A1)×·· ·×C (An), ∀a,b ∈ A1⊗·· ·⊗An(p), Ip(a)+ Ip(b) = Ip(a+ b).
Thus the natural transformation I : A1⊗·· ·⊗An→R is linear if and only if its compo-
nents are all linear.
Positivity of I : A1⊗·· ·⊗An → R
∀a ∈ A1⊗·· ·⊗An : a≥ 0⇒ I(a)≥ 0
holds
iff ⊥  ∀a ∈ A1⊗·· ·⊗An : a≥ 0⇒ I(a)≥ 0,
iff ∀p ∈ C (A1)×·· ·×C (An), ∀a ∈ A1⊗·· ·⊗An(p), p  a≥ 0⇒ I(a)≥ 0,
iff ∀p ∈ C (A1)×·· ·×C (An), ∀a ∈ A1⊗·· ·⊗An(p), ∀q≥ p,
q  a|q ≥ 0 implies q  I(a|q)≥ 0.
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Under the component-wise definition of internal C*-algebras [43], this statement is
equivalent to
∀p∈ C (A1)×·· ·×C (An), ∀a∈ A1⊗·· ·⊗An(p), ∀q≥ p, a|q ≥ 0 implies Iq(a|q)≥ 0
which is further equivalent to a simpler statement
∀p ∈ C (A1)×·· ·×C (An), ∀a ∈ A1⊗·· ·⊗An(p), a≥ 0 implies Ip(a)≥ 0.
Thus the natural transformation I : A1 ⊗ ·· · ⊗ An → R is positive if and only if its
components are all positive.
In summary, a natural transformation I : A1⊗·· ·⊗An→R is an integral over A1⊗
·· · ⊗An if and only if its components are all integrals in Sets. The naturality of I is
equivalent to the lower condition in Def. 4.
A.3 Integrals and positive over pure tensor states
In this section, we present the proof of Theorem 6 which asserts the bijective corre-
spondence between integrals and positive over pure tensor states. We first introduce
the notion of unentangled frame functions, and a generalization of Gleason’s theorem
called the unentangled Gleason’s theorem, which are required for the proof.
Functions which have values on unentangled bases of composite Hilbert spaces
have been previously analyzed under the name of unentangled frame functions. More
precisely, they are defined as follows.
Definition 24 (unentangled frame function [42, 47]) Let Hi (i = 1, ...,N) be Hilbert
spaces, and Prod(H1, ...,HN) be the set of all product unit vectors on H1⊗ ...⊗HN . An
unentangled frame function for H1, ...,HN is a function f : Prod(H1, ...,HN)→R+ such
that for some positive number w (called the weight of f ), ∑ j f (ξ j) =w holds whenever{
ξ j
}
j
is an orthonormal basis of H1⊗ ...⊗HN with each ξ j ∈ Prod(H1, ...,HN).
We denote the set of unit-weight unentangled frame functions forH1, ...,HN by UFF
1(H1, . . . ,Hn).
The notion of unentangled frame function is an extension of the frame function defined
in Ref. [19], where the correspondence between quantum states on a single system and
frame functions on the system is shown. For composite systems, the following theorem
is known.
Theorem 25 [47, Thm. 1] Let H1, ...,HN be finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces of each
dimension at least 3. Let f : Prod(H1, ...,HN)→ R+ be an unentangled frame func-
tion. Then there exists a self-adjoint operator ω f in B(H1 ⊗ ·· · ⊗Hn) such that
whenever v1⊗ ...⊗ vN is in Prod(H1, ...,HN) and pi is the projection of Hi onto the
one-dimensional subspace generated by vi,
f (v1⊗ ...⊗ vn) = Tr(p1⊗ ...⊗ pn)ω f . (69)
The uniqueness of ω f for a given f in this Theorem is shown in Ref. [42], although it
is not explicitly mentioned in Ref. [47].
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Theorem 25 implies the bijective correspondence between positive over pure tensor
states and unit-weight unentangled frame functions, and called “unentangled Gleason’s
theorem”. Under this correspondence, Theorem 6 is rewritten in terms of the unentan-
gled frame functions as follows: an injective map from UFF1(H1, . . . ,Hn) to integrals
defined by
f 7→ {I f(C1,...,CN ) : (C1⊗ ...⊗CN)sa →R}(C1,...,CN )∈C (A1)×···×C (An), (70)
I
f
(C1,...,CN )
(p1⊗ ...⊗ pN) = f (v1⊗ ...⊗ vn) (if pi ∈Ci for all i), (71)
where pi is the projector onto the one-dimensional subspace generated by vi, is a bijec-
tion if the dimension of all the Hilbert spaces Hi is at least 3.
We show that a map from integrals to UFF1(H1, . . . ,Hn) presented by
{I(C1,...,CN ) : (C1⊗, ...,⊗CN)sa → R}(C1,...,CN)∈C (A1)×···×C (An) 7→ f I , (72)
f I(v1⊗ ...⊗ vn) = I(C1,...,CN )(p1⊗ ...⊗ pN) (if pi ∈Ci for all i), (73)
is well-defined and injective. First observe for any integral {I(C1,...,CN )}(C1,...,CN)∈C (A1)×···×C (An),
and for all product projectors p1⊗ ...⊗ pN ∈ (C1⊗, ...,⊗CN)sa∩ (C′1⊗, ...,⊗C′N)sa, we
have
I(C1,...,CN)(p1⊗ ...⊗ pN) = I(C1∩C′1,...,CN∩C′N )(p1⊗ ...⊗ pN) = I(C′1,...,C′N )(p1⊗ ...⊗ pN),
since p1⊗ ...⊗ pN ∈ (C1⊗, ...,⊗CN)sa∩(C′1⊗, ...,⊗C′N)sa implies p1⊗ ...⊗ pN ∈ (C1∩
C′1⊗ ...⊗CN∩C′N)sa. Thus the value of integration does not depend on the context, and
the map presented by Eq. (73) is well-defined. Furthermore, the map is injective, since
the context-wise linearity of integrals reveals that an integral is uniquely determined by
its value on product projectors.
The map defined by Eq. (73) is the inverse of the map defined by Eq. (71). This
completes the proof of Theorem 6.
A.4 Proof of Lem. 11
We prove Lem. 11. If we represent the Kleisli composition in the left hand side of
Eq. (25) by the usual composition in C, the left hand side is transformed to the right
hand side via
µX ′×Y ′ ◦T(iX ′×Y ′ ◦ ( f × g))◦ iX ,Y ◦ 〈pX , pY 〉 (74)
= µX ′×Y ′ ◦TiX ′×Y ′ ◦T ( f × g)◦ iX ,Y ◦ 〈pX , pY 〉 (75)
= µX ′×Y ′ ◦TiX ′×Y ′ ◦ iTX ,TY ◦ (T f ×Tg)◦ 〈pX , pY 〉, (76)
= iX ′×Y ′ ◦ (µX ′× µY ′)◦ (T f ×Tg)◦ 〈pX , pY 〉 (77)
= iX ′×Y ′ ◦ 〈 f ⊙ pX ,g⊙ pY 〉. (78)
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Here, the second equality comes from the naturality of i. The third equality comes from
the commutativity of
T 2X⊗T 2Y iTX ,TY //
µA⊗µB

T (TX⊗TY ) TiX ,Y // T 2(A⊗B)
µX⊗Y

TX⊗TY iX ,Y // T (X⊗Y ),
for any pair of X and Y , which is shown for any commutative monad on symmetric
monoidal categories in Ref. [20].
A.5 Proof of Lem. 12
In this section, we prove Lem. 12. The left hand side of Eq. (29) is transformed into
TpiY×Z ◦ µX×Y×Z ◦Text◦ p = µY×Z ◦T 2piY×Z ◦Text◦ p (79)
= µY×Z ◦T (TpiY×Z ◦ ext)◦ p, (80)
where the first equality comes from the naturality of µ . The right hand side of Eq. (29)
is transformed into
µY×Z ◦T(iY,Z ◦ 〈ηX , f 〉)◦TpiY ◦ p= µY×Z ◦T (iY,Z ◦ 〈ηX , f 〉 ◦piY )◦ p. (81)
Thus Eq. (29) holds if
TpiY×Z ◦ ext= iY,Z ◦ 〈ηX , f 〉 ◦piY . (82)
Although the theorem assumes commutativity of the monad, for a moment it is
convenient to distinguish two Fubini maps
dstX ,Y : TX⊗TY
cstX ,TY−−−−→ T (X⊗TY ) T stX ,Y−−−→ T 2(X ⊗Y) µX⊗Y−−−→ T (X ⊗Y),
dst′X ,Y : TX⊗TY
stTX ,Y−−−→ T (TX ⊗Y) TcstX ,Y−−−−→ T 2(X ⊗Y) µX⊗Y−−−→ T (X ⊗Y),
which coincides to iX ,Y on commutative monads. Here stX ,Y : X×TY → T (X×Y ) and
cstX ,Y : TX ×Y → T (X ×Y ) represent the strength and the costrength of the monad
(see e.g. [34]). Consider the following diagram:
X×Y idX×iY,Z◦〈ηY , f 〉 //
!X×idY

X×T (Y ×Z)
ηX×idT (Y×Z)//
!X×T idY×Z

stX ,Y×Z
66
TX×T (Y ×Z)
dst′X ,Y×Z // T (X×Y ×Z)
T (!X×idY×Z)

1×Y id1×iY,Z◦〈ηY , f 〉 //
piY

1×T (Y ×Z) st1,Y×Z //
piT (Y×Z)
,,❳❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳❳❳
❳
T (1×Y ×Z)
TpiY×Z

Y
iY,Z◦〈ηY , f 〉 // T (Y ×Z).
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The compositions of arrows fromX×Y to T (X×Y ), going lower-left edges and upper-
right edges represent the right and left hand sides of Eq. (82). The left two squares
commute by the definition of product, the lower right triangle by the definition of the
strength, the right square by the naturality of strength, and the upper right triangle by
Lem. 26 shown below. Thus all the triangles and squares commute and we have shown
Eq. (82) when i is dst′.
Lemma 26 [31] Triangles
TX×Y
idX×ηY

cstX ,Y // T (X ×Y) X×TY
ηX×idY

stX ,Y // T (X ×Y)
TX×TY
dstX ,Y
88qqqqqqqqqq
TX×TY
dst′X ,Y
88qqqqqqqqqq
(83)
commute.
Proof ) Although the commutativity of these diagrams is suggested in Ref. [31], we pro-
vide an explicit proof since we were unable to find it in the literature. By decomposing
dst according to its definition, the left triangle decomposes into
TX×Y cstX ,Y //
idX×ηY

T (X×Y )
T (idX×ηY )

TηX×Y
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
idT (X×Y ) // T (X×Y )
TX×TY cstX ,TY // T (X×TY ) T stX ,Y // T 2(X×Y ).
µX×Y
OO
The left square commutes by the naturality of cst, the lower triangle by the unit law
of strength, and the upper triangle is the unit law of monad. The commutativity of the
right triangle can be shown by a symmetric argument.
A.6 Proof of Lem. 13
In this section, we give a proof of Lem. 13. Equation (30) is rewritten into
p= TpiX×Y ◦ µX×Y×Z ◦Text◦ p = µX×Y ◦T 2piX×Y ◦Text◦ p, (84)
= µX×Y ◦T (TpiX×Y ◦ ext)◦ p, (85)
where the second equality comes from the naturality of µ . This holds if TpiX×Y ◦ ext=
ηX×Y , in other words, if the following diagram commute:
T (X×Y )
X×Y
ηX×Y //
ηX×iY,Z◦〈ηY , f 〉 // TX×T(Y ×Z) iX ,Y×Z // T (X×Y ×Z).
TpiX×Y
OO
(86)
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Although i= dst= dst′ holds for commutative monad, it is convenient to substitute
i= dst for a moment. Consider following decomposition of diagram (86) into pieces
TX×Y cstX ,Y //
idTX×ηY

T (X×Y )
TX×TY
dstX×Y
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
X×Y
ηX×Y
))
ηX×iY,Z◦〈ηY , f 〉 //
ηX×ηY
33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣
ηX×idY
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
TX×T(Y ×Z) dstX ,Y×Z //
T idX×TpiY
OO
T (X×Y ×Z).
TpiX×Y
OO
(87)
The triangle at the top represents the unit law for cst. The centre left triangle is triv-
ial. The square commutes from the naturality of dst, because TpiX×Y = T (idX ×Y ).
The centre right triangle is in Lem. 26. The lower left triangle is the only one whose
commutativity is not shown.
By the definition of product×, the lower left triangle decomposes into two triangles
TY TX
Y
〈ηY , f 〉 //
ηY
//
TY ×TZ iY,Z // T (Y ×Z),
TpiY
OO
X
ηX //
ηX
//
TX .
T idX
OO
The right triangle clearly commutes. Thus diagram (86) commutes if the left triangle
commutes, which is guaranteed by Lem. 27 shown below. This completes the proof.
Lemma 27 If T1∼= 1 for a strong monad (T,µ ,η) on a cartesian category, the follow-
ing diagrams commute:
TX
TX×TY
piTX
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
dstX ,Y
// T (X ×Y),
TpiX
OO TX×TY
dst′X ,Y //
piTY ((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
T (X ×Y)
TpiY
TY,
(88)
for any objects X and Y .
Proof ) This lemma is already known for cartesian closed categories [31]. We here
extend this known result on cartesian closed categories into cartesian categories not
necessary closed. We prove the left triangle, writing ! : Y → 1. Note that projection
piX : X ×Y → X can be decomposed into X ×Y idX×!−−−→ X × 1 piX−→ X . It follows from
naturality of dst that
TpiX ◦ dstX ,Y = T (piX ◦ idX×!)◦ dstX ,Y
= TpiX ◦ dstX ,1 ◦T idX ×T != TpiX ◦ dstX ,1 ◦ idTX ×T !,
so it suffices to show TpiX ◦ dstX ,1 = piTX . But this follows from the proof of [31,
Thm. 2.1]; notice that while that result assumes cartesian closedness, only cartesianness
is sufficient for our purpose. The right triangle of (88) can be shown by a symmetric
argument.
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